Introduction
Since its completion, the human genome reference (HGR) has been instrumental for evaluating disease variants, population differentiation, archaic hominid admixture, and more (Collins et al. 2004) . Its completion and maintenance (i.e., error correction/gap filling), along with parallel technical advancements in sequencing methodology (i.e., next-generation sequencing) and data processing power, have provided an ability to perform genome-wide human studies. Much of this work is done using short-read technologies (i.e., Illumina; Life Sciences 454) with highly fragmented genomic DNA sequences mapped against the HGR (i.e., genome resequencing). Genome resequencing is preferred over de novo assembly for most applications, given it is less computationally expensive, requires lower sequence coverage, and does not require specific library preparations (Gnerre et al. 2010) . Resequencing technologies have facilitated large-scale human genomic studies including the 1000 Genomes, 100,000 Genomes, African Genome Variation, deCODE, and Human Genome Diversity Projects (Altshuler et al. 2012; Cavalli-Sforza 2005; Colonna et al. 2014; Gudbjartsson et al. 2015; Udpa et al. 2014) . These projects generated immense amounts of data to characterize SNPs, indels and copy number variants in diverse populations and assisted in identifying human disease variants (Altshuler et al. 2012; Colonna et al. 2014 ; Khurana et al.
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2013; Mills et al. 2011a, b; Montgomery et al. 2013; Stewart et al. 2011) .
While such projects have proved extremely valuable, the HGR has limitations that impact large-scale population and disease studies. Two primary limitations are the small number of individuals used to create the HGR and its reliance on a single individual genome (RPCI-11) for the majority (~75 %) of the references (Church et al. 2011; Green et al. 2010; Lander et al. 2001; Reich et al. 2009; Venter et al. 2001) . These issues are highlighted, in part, by the percentage (~2-5 %) of high-quality sequence reads, with potentially valuable information, that fail to map in every individual re-sequenced to date with an estimated 3-10 Mb of sequence missing per individual and 40 Mb or more from the HGR (Dogan et al. 2014; Fujimoto et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010) . While some of these sequences have scaffolds in the 1000 Genomes decoy reference (http://www.1000genomes. org), a large number remain unmapped and unanalyzed. Sequences not found in the HGR or decoy genome, OneEnd Anchor reads (i.e., paired-end sequences where only one mate properly maps; OEA) and non-mapping read pairs are flagged. Although there has been some efforts to use OEA sequences to identify structural variants (Kidd et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2014) , these sequences are generally overlooked or underutilized in downstream analyses. Previous studies have been able to produce novel de novo assemblies in single, high coverage individuals (Dogan et al. 2014; Fujimoto et al. 2010 ) and pooled unmapped sequences (Korbel et al. 2007; Lander et al. 2001 ), but little work has been done to analyze de novo assemblies from unmapped reads. While new long single-molecule sequencing technologies (i.e., PacBio) are making de novo assembly easier (Pendleton et al. 2015) , they remain cost prohibitive because of their high depth long read sequence requirements and large-scale studies still rely on genome resequencing. The broad presence of HGR unmapped sequences is evident based on 1000 Genomes copy number variant analysis, which indicate 21 % of 11,254 structural variants detected as deletions were present in the ancestral genome and subsequently lost in individuals used to generate the HGR (Mills et al. 2011b) . Given that the current HGR lacks many ancestral human genome sequences (Sudmant et al. 2015) , resequencing efforts miss these "lost" ancestral sequences by aligning to an incomplete HGR, and traditional de novo assembly is not yet a viable method to produce enough complete genomes to capture this unknown variation (Alkan et al. , 2011 . While a cost effective, high-quality de novo assembler would be the best option for personal genomic medicine needs, such an assembler remains elusive due to library requirements, computing power (i.e., RAM) needs and overall genome complexity (Gnerre et al. 2010) . Here, we describe and make available a hybrid bioinformatics pipeline that maps individual sequence reads, exports reads failing to map, and then uses these reads for de novo assembly. The resulting unmapped contigs represent large structural variants and novel genome sequences that can then be mapped to the HGR. Using this pipeline we identified previously unknown genomic sequences from 45 1000 Genomes individuals. This method serves as a cost-and time-efficient alternative to both pure genome resequencing and pure de novo assembly. Our results will enhance the HGR, highlight previously unidentified human genome diversity, and will ultimately assist with personal genomic medicine by ensuring individual-specific sequences not found in the HGR are considered when making important medical decisions.
Methods

Bioinformatics
Raw genome sequences for five individuals each from nine populations (45) covering three geographic ancestries were downloaded from the 1000 Genomes website (Supplemental Table 1 ). Using Bowtie2 v2.1.0 default alignment parameters (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) , each individual's raw sequences were aligned to GRCh37 and common contaminant sequences, with unmappable sequences sent to individual-specific output files. Bowtie2 was selected given its base quality awareness, lower base tail quality tolerance and multi-thread capability. Although raw data was paired-end, we performed initial alignment without regard to paired relationships. Unmapped reads were de novo assembled per individual using MIRA v4.0 with parameters denovo, genome, accurate, and solexa as the sequencing technology (Chevreux et al. 1999) . MIRA v4.0 was selected as it outperformed alternative de novo assembly programs Trinity and Velvet (Supplemental Figure 1 ) based on its production of larger average contig lengths and assembly sizes (total bp) (Gnerre et al. 2010; Grabherr et al. 2011; Zerbino and Birney 2008) . The algorithm in MIRA automatically detected and labeled certain contigs as repetitive ("rep" in contig name) based on relative sequencing depth per contig. Following individual primary de novo assembly, a secondary de novo assembly was generated using all primary assembly contigs as input. This served as a reference for calculating insertion/deletion (in/ del) frequencies among populations and ancestries. Analysis began prior to GRCh38 publication, and following publication all generated contigs were realigned to GRCh38, including associated patches and alternative assemblies, with successfully aligning contigs removed from downstream analysis. A command line executable version of the pipeline is available for public use at https://github.com/ jfaberha/pdn_pipeline.
Sequence complexity was analyzed using DUST and Entropy algorithms in Prinseq software v0.20.4 (Schmieder and Edwards 2011) . Both algorithms calculate complexity based on repeat frequencies, with values >4 or <75 considered low complexity by DUST or Entropy for the secondary assembly, respectively (Morgulis et al. 2006; Schmieder and Edwards 2011) . We analyzed primary and secondary assemblies for possible redundancy and sample contamination given MIRA's conservative tendencies, which can result in more redundant contigs than other assemblers (Mundry et al. 2012) . We used Prinseq and Simplifier v0.4 (Ramos et al. 2012) to assess redundancy in the non-repetitive assembly checking for exact sequence matches as well as overlapping contigs with 5′ and/or 3′ overhangs. For Simplifier, we ignored 5 bp on both ends to account for potential low-quality base calls. BLASTn results for 1000 random primary and secondary assembly contigs were analyzed to assess sample contaminants. Random contigs were assigned using the Galaxy (Blankenberg et al. 2010; Giardine et al. 2005; Goecks et al. 2010 ) pipeline: 'fasta to tabluar', 'select random lines' and 'tabular to fasta'. Exported sequences were aligned to GenBank's nonredundant (nr) nucleotide database. Top species hits were examined to estimate assembly portions originating from non-primates or non-vertebrates. For presence/absence analysis, primary assemblies were aligned against the secondary assembly using Bowtie2 default parameters. Sorting and filtering alignment output in SAM format allowed us to identify all individuals having sequences matching all or part of each secondary assembly contig.
We searched the assembly for unknown genes, gene variants and genome scaffold variants containing known genes through comparisons to human (GENCODE; gencode.v22.pc_translations.fa), chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) (Ensembl; Pan_troglodytes.CHIMP2.1.4.pep.abinitio.fa), and mouse (Mus musculus) (GENCODE; gencode.vM4. pc_translations.fa) RefGene files. Following construction of local BLAST databases using NCBI's makeblastdb tool (BLAST package v2.2.28+) non-repetitive contigs were queried against chimpanzee and mouse RefGene databases using BLASTx default parameters. The results were filtered to include only hits with a minimum 70 % sequence identity and BLAST alignment scores of at least 50. Contigs meeting these criteria were queried against the human RefGene database with results filtered as above.
Contigs showing stronger sequence identity to nonhuman RefGene sequences were examined further to determine whether they matched any submitted human genome scaffold sequence in the NCBI nr database. BLASTed contigs fit into one or more of the following categories: (1) placement in unmapped, non-HGR scaffolds, human BAC clones or other human sequences, (2) high-quality hits to primate sequences with no known human sequences, (3) low-quality hits to human/primate sequences (likely duplicated regions), (4) high-quality hits to highly conserved vertebrate sequences, not found in humans, (5) sequences with HGR terminal end homology lacking central region homology, and (6) contigs lacking any nr sequence homology.
To determine contig physical genomic locations, we used coordinates and alignment scores from SAM outputs generated by Bowtie2. Raw paired-end reads from eight individuals, having the highest detected proportion of contigs, were aligned to the secondary assembly and GRCh38 using default Bowtie2 parameters. Results from SAM outputs were exported when a single sequence mate aligned in either database. OEA sequences were cross-referenced to match genomic coordinates with specific contigs. Predicted loci were filtered to include only data with Bowtie2 alignment scores ≥30 to ensure mapping quality.
Mapping scores of OEA sequences were compared between the genome and assembly to derive qualitative insights toward the content of our unmapped assembly. Scores for 100 k random informative read pairs were visualized in a heat-map generated using the LSD package in R (http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=LSD). To gain additional information, predicted loci ranges were mapped to the human genome using IGV v2.3, which allowed for the identification of hot spots of structural variation and concentrations of unmapped sequences (Robinson et al. 2011) . For verification of our contig mapping method, we performed BLASTn analyses for a sample of 200 random contigs, which allowed us to assess whether possible BLAST results matched predicted loci coordinates. Although most secondary assembly sequences were previously undescribed in humans, a portion yielded BLASTn hits with human chromosomal coordinates. These hits were often at extreme terminal ends with the interior sequence remaining unknown.
To estimate whether the assembled contigs originated as novel in/dels in the human genome, we mapped secondary assembly sequences to four outgroup species in two comparative analyses. First, our secondary assembly was aligned to chimpanzee (GCA_000001515.4) and gorilla (Gorilla gorilla) (GCA_000151905.1) genomes using Bowtie2 default parameters. Second, raw sequences from one Denisovan (Homo altai) (ERP001519) (Meyer et al. 2012 ) and one Neanderthal (Homo neanderthalensis) (ERP000119:SAMEA845543) (Fujimoto et al. 2010) were aligned to our assembly using Bowtie2. Alignment scores ≥30 were considered high-quality alignments and reported. Each contig has a unique evolutionary history, and referencing comparative results on a fine scale provides more accurate insight into individual contig origins.
We compared sequences from our dataset to structural variant sequences identified in similar studies of Kidd et al. (2010) and Liu et al. (2014) . We downloaded fasta files for 2363 contigs from the former study and 309 micSeqs from the latter. Both datasets were aligned to contigs from our primary and secondary assemblies and to the updated GRCh38 genome using Bowtie2. The number and percentage of contigs from other studies found in the current genome build and our assembly were calculated and reported.
Validation
To validate the predicted loci and population frequencies, we designed primers (Supplemental Table 2 ) to 20 unmapped contigs and performed PCR amplification using 45 human DNA samples. DNA samples were obtained from the NIGMS Human Genetic Cell Repository at the Coriell Institute for Medical Research for 45 individuals (Supplemental Table 1 ). Twenty-seven (27) original individuals (3/population) analyzed in our pipeline were used for confirmation of predicted presence/absence calls. The additional 18 samples (2/population, 6/ancestry) were previously unexamined and utilized to check predicted population frequencies. PCR amplification utilized 50 ng DNA, 1.25 µL (4 µM) forward and reverse primer, 6.25 µL LongAmp Hot Start 2× Master Mix (NEB) and H 2 0 to total 13 µL. Thermocycler conditions were: 95 °C for 30 s, 30 cycles of [95 °C for 30 s, 56-60 °C for 30 s, 65 °C for 1-10 m], then 65 °C for 10 m. Products were run on 1.2 % agarose gels for 1 h and visually scored for presence. Contigs were selected based on content and population frequencies. Primers were designed to amplify in/dels with flanking regions yielding variable product sizes, indicating presence/absence, while other internally designed primers provided presence/absence. The amplified products were Exo/Sap treated, labeled with BigDye Terminator Kit (ABI) and sent to Oregon Health Sciences University DNA Services Core for Sanger sequencing to confirm proper amplification and genomic location. For the 27 DNA samples used in assembly construction, PCR-validated presence/ absence was compared to the predicted presence/absence per individual for false-positive/negative rate calculations. For previously unexamined individuals, the observed presence/ absence frequencies per geographic region were compared to predicted frequencies to test the accuracy of extrapolating predicted rates. Due to the small sample size, we performed binomial exact tests and calculated two-tailed p values for all amplified contigs in each ancestry (60 significance tests).
Results
Assembly
An average of 4.3 % of raw sequence reads from 45 1000 Genomes individuals failed to map to the HGR-build GRCh37 (Table 1) . Unmapped sequence datasets generated were 4.5× larger than 1000 Genomes unmapped BAM files. These unmapped BAM files are not regularly updated with all new sequencing runs per individual, therefore our dataset encompassed a larger sequencing effort for certain individuals. 18.4 % of unmapped reads assembled into primary de novo contigs. The remaining reads likely failed to assemble due to low quality, high repetitiveness or failure to meet minimum coverage requirements. Assemblies averaged ~64,000 contigs at ~17× coverage per individual. Combining primary assemblies resulted in a secondary assembly with 37,144 contigs covering 72.5 Mb (Supplemental Table 3 ). The average GC content was 40.72 % ± 7.26 (Fig. 1a) . Although only 34 % of primary assembly contigs were used to build the secondary assembly, remapping input sequences to the secondary assembly indicated that 88.4 % of primary contig sequences were represented in the final assembly.
Following GRCh38 publication, realignment of the secondary assembly to the new genome build revealed that 15.1 % (10.9 Mb) of assembled contigs not present in GRCh37 now aligned, leaving 84.9 % (30,879 contigs; 61.6 Mb) of our assembly unmapped (Supplemental Data 1). Transition from GRCh37 and GRCh38 "de facto" validated 6265 contigs. These contigs mapped primarily on chromosomes in either the main build or alternative assemblies (79.7 %) with the remainder found in unmapped contigs (Supplemental Figure 2) . Combined with unassembled primary assembly contigs, our pipeline yielded 351,361 contigs covering 195.5 Mb not mapped to GRCh38 (Supplemental Data 2).
Secondary assembly sequence complexity exhibited a bimodal distribution, separating into repetitive and nonrepetitive sequences (Fig. 1b) . DUST and Entropy identified 40 and 35.8 % of the secondary assembly as having high sequence complexity, respectively. The unincorporated primary assembly sequences show comparable complexity rates with 41.3 % identified by Dust and 39.9 % by entropy. Secondary assembly redundancy was 0.08 % with no contigs identified by Prinseq and nine by Simplifier. Primary assembly redundancy was 4.2 % with 863 contigs removed by Prinseq and 4500 contigs by Simplifier. Filtering out repetitive and redundant sequences left 133,509 unique high-complexity contigs (64.9 Mb) of unmapped genomic sequence (EBI Biostudies:S-BSMS2). Top BLASTn hits for 1000 random assembled contigs yielded 56.9 % with human BLAST hits (>85 % identity), suggesting contigs are real and likely duplicates of annotated human sequences. Among the remaining contigs, 33.6 % had no BLAST hits, 6.3 % hit to non-human primates and 3.1 % matched known human parasites including Spirometra erinaceieuropaei, Onchocerca flexuosa and Dracunculus medinensis ( Fig. 2 ; Supplemental Table 4 ). Confirmed non-primate sequences were rare and likely represent contaminants introduced during DNA collection or pathogen DNA integrated into sequenced genomes. Sequences without BLAST alignments warrant further study, but likely do not represent contaminants given the number of pathogenic genomes annotated in the NCBI non-redundant database (Agarwala et al. 2015) .
Population and frequency analyses
Presence/absence analysis identified 324 contigs appearing exclusive to/absent from entire ancestries. Among these, 30 non-repetitive contigs were exclusive to African ancestry, 6 to Asian and 5 to European. The remainder were absent from one ancestry, but present in the other two. This assessment excludes contigs where only a portion of the sequence exhibited population specificity. The average number of secondary assembly contigs found in European individuals was 17.7 k, Asians 18.8 k, and Africans 20.5 k. Among secondary contigs, 3267 were observed in at least 40 individuals (high frequency contigs) with 72 present in all 45 individuals, while only 88 contigs were found in 5 or fewer (low frequency contigs). Contigs were observed in a median frequency of 62.2 % of individuals (Supplemental Data 3).
Genome placement and frequencies
Raw sequence alignments provided map coordinates for 30,852 contigs (99.9 %) with 16,234 exhibiting highquality map coordinates (52.5 %) based on strong Bowtie2 alignment scores (Supplemental Data Files 4, 5). Considering only high-quality map coordinates, 7412 produced single genomic loci (24 %), 3799 yielded two (12.3 %), and 5023 yielded more than two (16.2 %) (Supplemental Figure 3 ). For partial validation of predicted loci, 200 random mapping contigs were checked against the NCBI nr database for alignment. Seventy-two (72) shared high sequence identity (>99 %) with mapped human sequences in Genbank with 65 showing exact locus matches (Agarwala et al. 2015) . Six (6) contigs had hits to sequences with multiple loci with at least one result matching predictions. Only one contig showed contradictory loci between methods. BLAST hits primarily appeared as HGR deletions with alignments to 5′ and 3′ termini (Fig. 3) or were ungapped alignments with non-HGR BAC clones.
Further examination of Bowtie2 mapping scores for informative read pairs provides insights into the overall content of the unassembled genome (Fig. 4) . When we compare scores of split reads in the genome and assembly, we can visualize estimates of uniqueness of the aligned genomic content. A large proportion of read pairs mapped to repetitive regions in both the genome and assembly, and a second large proportion mapped to repetitive assembled contigs within unique flanking genomic sequence. These patterns are somewhat expected since repetitive elements are among the most likely sequences to vary between individuals and are masked, or otherwise difficult to assemble in the reference genome. Beyond repetitive content in the unmapped genome, there is a high concentration of read pairs with mapping scores of 42 (maximum score) in both the genome and assembly. These read pairs aligning to single copy sequences in both databases likely contain a majority of the variable genic content between individuals and populations.
The distribution of predicted contig loci ranges throughout the reference genome shows a large number of unmapped sequences concentrating in the centromeric regions and occasionally at the telomeric regions on the short arm of acrocentric chromosomes (Supplemental Figure 4) . These results are consistent with observations by other studies looking at locations of unmapped sequences (Eichler et al. 2004; Miga et al. 2015) . When predicted loci ranges are filtered to include only high confidence loci with mapping scores ≥30 in both the genome and assembly, we instead see a relatively even distribution of structural variants throughout the genome with few obvious hot spots. Many of these variant regions with high confidence loci overlap with annotated human genes, underscoring the need to identify unknown gene variants within the human population that could directly alter gene function or expression.
Comparative analyses
Contig sequences were mapped to chimpanzee and gorilla genomes to explore sequence origin. The chimpanzee had 1482 secondary assembly contigs map within its genome, 754 of which had high Bowtie2 alignment scores (Supplemental Data 6A) and 717 of those being primarily non-repetitive. In the gorilla, 1079 contigs mapped with 481 having high alignment scores and 461 of those being non-repetitive. Nine-hundred and thirty-nine (939) contigs successfully mapped in both species with 396 having highquality scores in each genome ( Fig. 5a ; Supplemental Data 6B, C). In ancestral human genomes, raw whole genome sequences mapping from single Neanderthal and Denisovan individuals were mapped against our secondary assembly (Supplemental Data 6A). Neanderthal sequences mapped to 18,157 contigs (58.8 %) and Denisovan sequences mapped to 21,377 contigs (69.2 %). Roughly half of the secondary assembly contigs, 14,867 (48.1 %), were present in both genomes (Fig. 5b) . The low number Fig. 3 Plots showing coverage across in/dels in two non-repetitive contigs c1993 and c2621 using raw reads from four individuals (1000 Genomes Project). Contigs show sequence identity to Chr2 and Chr7 in the HGR on the 5′ and 3′ ends. Scaffolds are extended to include genomic sequence outside the respective contig boundaries for context 1 3 of unmapped orthologous sequences shared with extant primate species compared to those shared with ancient hominids can be attributed to false-negative mapping hits due to higher sequence divergence from humans.
Structural variant comparison
The study by Kidd et al. (2010) generated 2363 contigs containing structural variants. Through Bowtie2 alignment, 670 of those contigs (28.4 %) mapped to contigs from our assemblies and an additional 1390 contigs (58.8 %) mapped to the current genome build, GRCh38. In total, 2060 Kidd et al. contigs (87.2 %) map to either our assembly or the current genome. A more recent study by Liu et al. (2014) found and reported another 309 structural variants. Two-hundred and nineteen (219; 70.8 %) mapped to contigs from our assembly. An additional 20 contigs (6.4 %) mapped to the current genome build. A total of 239 Liu et al. contigs (77.3 %) mapped to either our assembly or the human genome. Of all the secondary assembly contigs found in these other SV datasets, 75 were found to be in >90 % of individuals in our study compared to 5 contigs Fig. 4 Heat map distribution of Bowtie2 mapping scores for 100 k randomly selected one-end anchored read pairs. The figure was created using LSD in R. Cool colors represent low relative density of points and warm colors represent high density of points. Scores range from highly repetitive (0) to completely unique (42). Bowtie2 alignment scores are reported as discrete values; therefore each plot point represents overlapping data points. The red box designates read pairs with mapping scores of at least 30 in both the genome and assembly (high confidence loci). A strong concentration of read pairs that are completely unique in the genome (score = 42 in both the assembly and reference genome). Unsurprisingly, we also see a large portion of read pairs that appear repetitive in both the assembly and genome (color figure online) Fig. 5 Venn diagrams show the number of contigs and portion of the ~31 k assembly found in a chimpanzee and gorilla genomes, and in b Neanderthal and Denisovan next-generation sequence read pools. Only highquality alignments (Bowtie2 score ≥30) are reported found in <10 % of individuals. Overall, these strong concordances between studies further demonstrate that our approach generates true structural variants in the human genome.
Annotation
In total, 271 secondary assembly contigs had stronger sequence identity to non-human protein sequences than known human genes and were individually examined for potential novel functional element discovery. The results are summarized in Supplemental Table 3 and reported fully in Supplemental Data 7A-C. One potential previously unidentified human gene was identified, Olfactory receptor 9K2-like (OR9K2-like) (c14823). Two additional candidates were identified as missing from GRCh37; however, these contigs were included in GRCh38. Despite the HGR update, these genes (FAM182B-like and TAS2R64-like) remain unannotated despite sharing >98 % protein sequence identity to annotated primate genes. Three (3) additional contigs contain novel exons or transcripts, matching only to non-human sequences, and 16 contigs contain known human gene sequences in previously unplaced scaffolds or variable scaffolds from published genomic sequences. Seven (7) contigs represent unknown sequences with strong sequence identity (>90 %) to annotated pseudogenes or conserved, transcribed elements in non-humans. Another 243 contigs exhibited stronger sequence identity to non-human RefGene sequences than known human proteins and may contain additional pseudogenes or divergent functional elements.
The 271 contigs with strong non-human hits were queried against the non-human NCBI nr protein database, with the greatest number resembling chimpanzee, crab-eating macaque (Macaca fascicularis) and gorilla (Fig. 6) . Among the previously identified 324 population-specific contigs, 12 were found in this dataset, including c14823 containing OR9K2-like, which shares high sequence identity with the predicted proteins (274 amino acids) from mRNAs in species ranging from bonobo (P. paniscus, 98 %) to American pika (Ochotona princeps, 71 %). The contig was also identified in the chimpanzee and gorilla genomes as well as the Denisovan raw sequence reads (Supplemental Data 6A) and appears to be maintained specifically in African ancestry (Supplementary Figure 3) .
PCR validation
The ten primer sets based on variable PCR product sizes allowed for accurate genotyping while the remaining ten presence/absence primer sets could not distinguish between heterozygotes and homozygotes (Supplemental Figure 5 ). For consistency, the results are reported positive if individuals had at least one allele copy. Among the 27 individuals with the predicted presence/absence data, PCR results were concordant 93.3 % of the time (96.3 % median value). Five primer sets were 100 % concordant, while the lowest was 77.8 %. For the 540 alleles scored (27 individuals × 20 contigs), 3 false positives and 33 false negatives were observed (Supplemental Table 5 ). The predicted presence/absence frequencies for geographic ancestries (i.e., European, Asian, African) varied from observed frequencies in previously untested individuals by a mean of 16.8 % ± 15.3 (Supplemental Table 5 ). The largest variation was 50 %, while 26 of the 60 comparisons varied by 10 % or less. Binomial exact tests showed that 47 (78.3 %) empirical observations did not significantly differ from expectations (p < 0.05). Six tests produced significant results due to at least one positive PCR result when the expected value was zero (i.e., non-binomial). Considering only tests fitting assumptions, 81.6 % (31/38) of the observed frequencies did not significantly differ from Fig. 6 Top non-human species BLASTx hit distribution in the NCBI nr database for contigs identified as having stronger hits to chimpanzee and mouse RefGene protein sequences than to human sequences expectations. Twenty-two (22) tests had expected values of zero, and in 16 no individuals from the respective populations amplified, as predicted.
Sanger sequencing confirmed 18 anticipated target sequences with at least 97 % identity. The remaining contigs (c2621 and c14969) showed lower target sequence similarity; however, electropherograms showed overlapping peaks indicating multiple product amplification, indicating possible copy number variants. The presence/absence predictions for both contigs matched PCR results in 26 of 27 individuals. Additionally, c2621 mapped to a single predicted genome locus and c14969 mapped to two primary loci with high alignment scores (Supplemental Data 3).
Discussion
The human genome reference (HGR) completion marked the beginning of the genomics era. This valuable resource was the foundation for many fields of study and made personal genomic medicine a possibility. Personal genomic medical decisions require that the HGR be as complete and accurate as possible, but it is not yet representative of the broader human population due primarily to the small number of individuals used in its creation (Lander et al. 2001; Venter et al. 2001; Wheeler et al. 2008) . Large numbers of high-quality sequence reads fail to align and are often ignored or underutilized. Here, we demonstrate that unmappable reads represent 2-5 % of sequencing efforts with ~40 % exhibiting high complexity. These regions contain important population variable markers which may be linked to population-specific disease phenotypes. Beyond its potential application for human disease research, the approaches described in this study, and similar studies, will serve as effective tools for mining unmapped sequences from previous next-generation sequencing projects across taxa (Faber-Hammond and Brown 2016) .
Although short-read de novo sequence assembly can be problematic and prone to misassembly, MIRA is more conservative and less prone to such events than many other assemblers (Butler et al. 2008; Kidd et al. 2010; Mundry et al. 2012) . While it is possible to have misassemblies in our secondary assembly, we expect multiple, exact repeated misassemblies in separate primary assemblies to be rare, or non-existent, prior to a second round of conservative assembly with specific coverage filters. Supporting this, only 88 secondary assembly contigs were represented in 5 or fewer primary assemblies. Assemblies were randomly sampled with little contamination observed beyond the occasional expected human pathogen sequences (i.e., viruses, parasites). Despite only 34 % of primary assembly contigs being utilized by MIRA for secondary assembly construction, 88.4 % of primary assembly sequences are represented in the secondary assembly when input contigs are aligned, suggesting the vast majority are not assembly artifacts. The unintegrated contigs contain highquality, complex sequences and likely represent singletons excluded from secondary assembly. Sampling more individuals would likely lead to higher incorporation of rare sequences into the secondary assembly. Regardless, our assembly analysis revealed sequences resembling paralogous human and orthologous primate sequences with highly accurate predicted loci and presence/absence rates, all suggesting proper assembly. Moreover, transitioning between genome builds resulted in an additional "de facto" validation of 6265 originally unmapped contigs (10.9 Mb) in GRCh37 that map in GRCh38, further confirming the pipeline's accurate identification and mapping of unknown sequences.
A recent publication described a slightly different assembly and characterization method for unmapped sequences . Although the pipelines are similar, a few key differences enabled us to identify thousands of contigs instead of hundreds. While we aligned split paired-end reads and exported all unmappable reads, Liu and colleagues used only OEA reads for assembly and analysis. This allowed us to capture unmappable read pairs entirely within unmapped regions and retroactively map a greater proportion back to the genome. The assembly methods also varied, with Liu et al. pooling reads from multiple individuals per chromosome and assembling using Velvet. For our dataset, we assembled all reads per individual and found that MIRA significantly outperformed Velvet in both the number of contigs and total bp coverage (Supplemental Figure 2) . Finally, the post-assembly filtering criteria differed. Their confirmation criterion requires 50 % or more of mapped reads to cluster around a single genomic locus, which would have confirmed only ~11 k of our secondary assembly contigs. This threshold discounts dispersed (i.e., multiple mapping location) copy number variants which have been shown to be prevalent (Sudmant et al. 2010) .
Comparing our contigs to those generated using slightly different methods, a high degree of overlap between datasets was observed, further confirming the validity of our assembly pipeline. Considering datasets from Liu et al. (2014) and Kidd et al. (2010) , a majority of the their contigs not currently mapped in GRCh38 were found in our assembly. Differences between datasets from these separate studies and ours likely result from a combination of individuals chosen for sequencing and variations in the assembly pipeline. There is evidence for each of these contributing factors. First, contigs predicted to be of higher frequency in the total population in this study were more likely to be found in other datasets, as expected. Second, Mira performed better than two other assemblers tried for our pipeline. The vast majority of contigs from our assembly were not found in either of these databases, suggesting our pipeline captures additional structural variants that were either filtered out or not initially isolated through their approaches. By comparison, our pipeline seems to serve as a "catch all" approach that generates a large number of real and biologically interesting sequences in addition to the expected unmapped repetitive regions in the human genome. As a result, our dataset size made description and annotation more labor intensive, but we demonstrated several easily reproducible methods of fishing out sequences containing potentially biologically relevant content.
Within the secondary assembly, we observed population specificity for hundreds of contigs. The highest number observed was found in African ancestries in accordance with the "out of Africa" hypothesis (Cann et al. 1987; Stringer and McKie 1996; Templeton 2002) , although this may also be related to the origin of individuals chosen for primary HGR construction. These regions included novel gene containing contigs and potential disease-related sequences. We also identified ubiquitously distributed contigs, common in all individuals examined. These regions clearly represent HGR deletions and highlight the continuing need to use additional individuals from diverse genetic backgrounds in the reference. The ancestry of contigs was also examined in cross-species analyses by determining representation of sequences in two non-human primates and two ancient hominid genomes. This allowed us to identify significant overlap among groups. While secondary assembly contigs identified in multiple genomes are likely shared ancestral sequences, contigs shared with only one may be candidates for historical introgression. Furthermore, given that the Denisovan and Neandertal genomes were constructed using human scaffolds (Green et al. 2006 (Green et al. , 2010 Meyer et al. 2012) , most unmapped common orthologous regions remain unstudied in these species as well.
To assess possible functional genetic content, we annotated unmapped contgs based on well-established nonhuman datasets. Analysis identified protein-coding regions, ncRNAs, various regulatory elements and vast unmapped genomic regions containing duplicated genes. For example, TAK1-binding protein 3 (TAB 3), Double homeobox protein 4 (DUX4), Cell division cycle protein 27 (CDC27), T cell receptor beta (TCRB) and many other genes were identified in multiple unique contigs. Although most showed weak alignments, it is possible that they are extremely copy number variable or are large duplicated and/or pseudogenized regions that remain incompletely assembled due to gaps between smaller adjacent contigs. The former hypothesis has support, given DUX4 has previously been identified as one of the most highly copy number variable human genes (Sudmant et al. 2010) . In most cases, multiple contigs with identical annotations show identical presence/absence data across individuals, suggesting they are physically linked or share evolutionary histories.
Important cancer-and disease-related loci with in/dels in known scaffolds were also identified due to in/dels preventing proper HGR alignment. One example, c3498, contains breast carcinoma amplified sequence 4 (BCAS4) varying from known human scaffolds and exhibiting apparent population specificity (Supplemental Figure 5) . The variant has two exon-adjacent inserts, 21 and 46 bp, present in 11/15 Africans, 3/15 Asians and no Europeans. While appearing to lie within introns, their location adjacent to exons provides the potential to alter transcription efficiency or posttranscriptional modification. Although further research is necessary, the high frequency of these insertions in Africans may contribute to known differences in breast cancer subtype rates between Caucasians and Africans (Carey et al. 2006; Stark et al. 2010 ). Additional population-specific sequences with potential disease-related paralogs include: Ellis van Creveld syndrome 2 (EVC2), Disrupted in schizophrenia 1 (DISC1), Down syndrome encephalopathy related protein 1 (DSERG1), and an MHC variable region. These and other new unmapped regions have gone unexamined in previous sequencing projects, underscoring the utility for our pipeline in disease research.
Putative novel human genes were also identified using BLASTx protein homology searches. One, OR9K2-like, that was found only in African individuals mapped in chimpanzees, gorillas and Denisovans and is widespread among diverse mammals. Two new genes identified prior to transition from GRCh37 to GRCh38, FAM182B-like and TAS2R64-like, now map, although neither are yet recognized as human genes. Regardless, their inclusion in GRCh38 is a further validation of the pipeline's ability to identify novel sequences and genes. Moreover, additional undiscovered genes, exons and transcripts may exist that do not resemble sequences found in chimpanzee or mouse and warrant more in-depth exploration.
Conclusions
Our pipeline identified 30,879 contigs covering 61.6 Mb of unmapped sequence within GRCh38. Contigs included repetitive and non-repetitive sequences containing a wide variety of predicted functional elements. Most contigs exhibited variable population frequencies and many represent potential disease-associated regions deserving further study. The pseudo-de novo assembly method used here can be applied to unmapped sequences from any species for single individuals or groups. Using raw sequence reads from individuals with and without phenotypes of interest, one could examine contig frequencies between groups and map candidate sequences back to the genome using paired-end relationships. Moreover, while it is generally accepted that the HGR needs additional individuals to incorporate the broader genomic diversity found in humans, most current studies incorporate extremely high coverage (>100×) and/ or long-read sequence technologies (i.e., PacBio sequencing) to identify novel genomic regions. Our study highlights the fact that previously unknown genomic regions can be identified through mapping short-read sequences to the HGR at a much lower cost or by simply mining publicly available raw sequence data. This pipeline will allow future studies to explore the biological functions of previously unmapped human variation and gain new insights into human evolution, population structure, disease, and personal genomic medicine.
Availability of supporting data
A set of scripts that implement the pseudo-de novo assembly pipeline are available at GitHub: https://github.com/ jfaberha/pdn_pipeline. The Supplemental Data sets supporting the results of this article are available in the Portland State University Library PDXScholar repository. Data can be found using the link: http://archives.pdx.edu/ds/ psu/16928. In addition, the non-repetitive and non-redundant portions of these assemblies are available at EBI: https://wwwdev.ebi.ac.uk/biostudies/studies/S-BSMS2/.
